now possible. An interactive edit feature was added to address the main sources of error in automatic shape classification, enabling the operator to inspect the assigned morphotype of each bacterium based on visual recognition of its distinctive pseudocolor, reassign it to another morphotype class if necessary, and add up to five other morphotypes to the classification scheme. The shape classifier reports on the number and types of different morphotypes present and the abundance among each of them, thus providing the data needed to compute the morphological diversity within the microbial community. An example of how CMEIAS can augment the analysis of microbial community structure is illustrated by studies of morphological diversity as an indicator of dynamic ecological succession following a nutrient shift-up perturbation in two continuously fed, anaerobic bioreactors with morphologically distinct start communities. Various steps to minimize the limitations of computer-assisted microscopy to classify bacterial morphotypes using CMEIAS are described. In summary, CMEIAS is an accurate, robust, flexible semiautomatic computing tool that can significantly enhance the ability to quantitate bacterial morphotype diversity and should serve as a useful adjunct to the analysis of microbial community structure. This first version of CMEIAS will be released as free, downloadable plug-ins so it can provide wide application in studies of microbial ecology.
Introduction
Microscopy is one of the most important techniques in microbial ecology, since this is the most direct approach to examine the microbe's world from its own perspective [5, 10] . The value of quantitative microscopy in studies of microbial ecology can be increased even further when used in conjunction with computer-assisted image analysis [6, 9, 48] . There are two main advantages of using digital image processing and pattern recognition techniques in conjunction with microscopy for quantitative studies of microbial ecology. First, automatic image analysis reduces the amount of tedious work with microscopes [39] needed to perform a more accurate quantitative analysis [24, 26, 27, 41] of in situ microbial abundance and metabolic activity [2, 3, 4, 7, 17, 23, 28, 33, 35, 37, 40, 43, 44] . Secondly, these techniques provide an important quantitative tool to analyze the structures and spatial features of complex microbial communities in situ without cultivation [1, 3, 8, 14, 16, 25, 27, 37, 42] .
Five major types of information useful in microbial ecology can be extracted from resolved and segmented microscopical images of growing microbial communities in situ. These include recognition of cellular morphological diversity, cell abundance, and spatial, metabolic, and phylogenetic relationships of cells to each other and their surrounding environment. The process of semi-automatic image analysis of cells to evaluate these aspects of microbial communities can be principally divided into four stages: (i) interactive image acquisition, digitization, and segmentation to locate cells; (ii) automatic measurement to extract features of interest; (iii) classification of different cell types; and (iv) statistical analysis, computations, and interpretation of the data.
One of the most important and yet most tedious tasks performed during microscopical analysis of microbial communities is the classification of observed cells into known morphological categories and recognition of new categories as well if new distinct characteristics are captured. Use of morphological diversity in evaluations of microbial community structure is more valid if the cells are actively growing rather than in a nongrowing state of quiescence, since the latter is more commonly associated with pleomorphic dwarf cells [20] . This is because distinctive cell morphologies reflect the phenotypic expression of complex networks of genes involved in the synthesis and maturation of the shapedetermining murein sacculus plus other genes dedicated to the cell division cycle primarily during active growth. Assessment of morphological diversity is also useful in evaluations of microbial evolution, as illustrated by studies showing that cells of Escherichia coli changed their characteristic size and shape during 10 5 generations of evolution to a derived genotype that had an ∼50% increase in average fitness on glucose-limited growth [30, 31] . Although several image analysis systems can classify microbes according to their cell size, automatic classification of cells according to their distinctive shape (a dimensionless characteristic) represents a much more challenging task. The simplest scenario would be the analysis of a community of actively growing cells consisting of only regular rods and cocci since these shapes are easily distinguished by a single measurement feature that extracts their degree of roundness or circularity [12] . Most commercial image analysis systems include such measurement features. However, the difficulty increases with morphological diversity, since automatic classification of most other bacterial morphotypes requires multiple measurement features of shape and size to resolve the distribution of their morphological space [34] . Custom image analysis systems have been designed which are adequate for automatic shape classification of planktonic bacteria in natural oligotrophic communities with morphological diversities limited to three basic shapes: spheres, prolate spheroids, and regular straight rods [14] , or spheres, straight rods, and vibroids [3] .
There is obviously a need for development of image analysis systems capable of automatically classifying much broader morphological diversity of bacteria. Such diversity commonly exists in complex communities within nutrientenriched habitats where bacteria are actively growing, larger in size, and typically monomorphic. Therefore, our goal was to improve on existing image analysis systems for studies of microbial ecology by introducing new measurement features and robust object classifiers capable of automatically classifying most of the predominant bacterial morphotypes encountered in digital micrographs of complex communities growing in nutrient-enriched habitats, and to implement these features in a free, flexible, and robust semi-automatic image analysis system tailored to studies of microbial community ecology. Here we describe "CMEIAS" (Center for Microbial Ecology Image Analysis System), developed as several new plug-ins for UTHSCSA ImageTool, a free downloadable open-architecture software [47] operating on a personal computer in a Windows NT environment. Included are the mathematical descriptions of the principles governing the development of CMEIAS measurement features and object classifiers to recognize the morphotypes, an assessment of the accuracy of CMEIAS in classifying 11 of the most common bacterial morphotypes from a wide variety of complex microbial communities, and examples of CMEIAS applications to augment the analysis of microbial community structure, e.g., in the assessment of gross and subtle changes in morphological diversity as dynamic indicators of ecological succession following a nutrient shift-up perturbation in continuously fed, anaerobic bioreactors. Portions of this work were presented at the 8th International Symposium on Microbial Ecology [11, 18, 32] .
Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation
Coated slides were prepared according to Pfennig and Wagener [36] except that washed and autoclaved agarose (1.6% w/v, 2 ml slide −1 ) was used instead of agar. Boehringer Mannheim Agarose LE was used for this study, based on a prior microscopical evaluation of several commercial agarose preparations for their optical clarity, degree of background granularity, and amount of insoluble refractile debris. Community samples were freshly collected from bovine rumen fluid, glucose-fed anaerobic bioreactors derived from domestic sewage sludge, gut luminal fluid of Reticulitermes flavipes termites, and biofilms from human dental and tongue surfaces. Other samples included bacteroids of Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. trifolii from within root nodules of field-grown red clover, a pure culture of Frankia sp strain IPN Ca15, a soil isolate whose 16S rRNA sequence is similar to Agromyces ramosus, and various other unidentified bacteria isolated from soil. Community samples were suspended in water or sterile culture medium, passed rapidly several times through a 25-gauge needle to assist in achieving a uniformity of single cell dispersion, and then diluted to slight turbidity (≡10 7 cells ml −1 ). A drop containing exactly 26 µl of the diluted cell suspension was placed on the dried agarose-coated slide. The sample was immediately covered with a glass cover slip (22 × 22 mm, No. 1.5 thickness) and stored in a humid chamber until examination. This procedure generally produced an ideal spatial density of ca. 30-120 separated cells per image field from the optimized volume that exactly covered the sample area under the coverslip, and within a few minutes would be absorbed by the rehydrating agarose gel without excess free fluid remaining.
Photomicrography
Phase-contrast microscopy of refractile, immobilized cells was performed on a Zeiss Photomicroscope I equipped with a 12V 100W quartz-halogen lamp illuminator, green (546 nm) interferencecontrast filter to increase resolution by reducing chromatic aberration, and 100× PlanApochromat phase 3 oil immersion objective. Because image analysis requires a high quality primary image, strict adherence to the principles of Köhler illumination with careful phase condenser alignment was essential. Photomicrographs of fields of view in which most of the bacteria were sufficiently separated from one another were recorded on TMax 100 ASA film (Kodak, Rochester, NY) using 1.25× optivar and 3.2× projectionto-film settings (400× final magnification of the photographic negative).
Digital Imaging
Photomicrographs were converted to 8 bit, 256 grayscale digital images by direct scanning of 35 mm negatives using a Microtek 35t-Plus Scanmaker at 1,200 dpi, or 8Љ × 10Љ black-and-white positive prints enlarged to full-frame (∼2,900×) using a Hewlett Packard 4C flatbed scanner at 200 dpi, and stored in uncompressed TIF Image Analysis of Bacterial Morphotypes 175 file format. These grayscale TIF images were interactively discriminated to eliminate background, edited to a level that closely defined each cell's contour and that could be segmented by interactive thresholding, and stored in uncompressed 8 bit BMP file format using Adobe Photoshop (San Jose, CA). To facilitate evaluation of the rarer morphotypes, representative cells in grayscale images were selectively highlighted and moved to a new blank image with the same resolution to construct noise-free binary composites. A bar scale was constructed from a digital image of a slide micrometer taken at the same magnification and added to all images to convert pixel data to scaled numbers for spatial calibration.
Programming
Algorithms to implement new measurement features and the object classifiers for CMEIAS were written in Borland C++ Ver. Figure 1 shows a typical microscopical image of the suspended microbial community in the bovine rumen ecosystem. This micrograph, originally one of a series to illustrate the cover of the 9th edition of Bergey's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology [21] , also inspired this project by emphasizing three important points. First, microscopy does reveal significant morphological diversity in complex, actively growing microbial communities. Second, automatic morphotype classification of complex communities exhibiting high morphological diversity will require development of a more flexible and robust computer-assisted image analysis system than those currently available. Third, phase-contrast microscopy of dispersed samples immobilized on agarosecoated slides is a simple yet effective method to produce differences in image intensity at high magnification that are sufficient to reveal the rich morphological diversity of bacterial communities. Its essential requirements to detect microbes are that their size exceeds the 0.2 µm limit of resolution for light microscopy and their refractive index differs from that of the surrounding medium. These features are optimized using a planaprochromat 100× phase-contrast oil immersion lens and a narrow band-pass green interference contrast filter in the light path. This method involves minimal preparation of a wet specimen without introducing drying artifacts inherent in scanning electron and transmission electron microscopy, produces significantly higher contrast images than does environmental scanning electron microscopy, and avoids the underestimation and overestimation of their size inherent in conventional stained/brightfield and epifluorescence microscopies, respectively. Although laser scanning confocal microscopy minimizes these same problems [10, 29] , for many investigators it is less routinely available and more costly to acquire a sufficient data set of multiple images per community sample for quantitative community analysis. Despite the above advantages of phase-contrast microscopy for morphotype analysis, Figure 1 also illustrates the difficulty of automatically locating and extracting all relevant individual objects from digital images of complex microbial communities. This difficulty arises from complex back- ground and irrelevant objects, low image contrast of some cells despite proper microscopy to produce a high quality primary image, and object edge overlap. There are several causes of these problems. First, community samples will contain varying amounts of refractile debris, and this will be excessive for some communities, e.g., in soil. Second, some communities will contain microbes whose refractive indices approximate the surrounding aqueous agarose layer and/or a range of cell sizes that exceeds the narrow focal distance of high magnification objective lenses required to extract relevant morphological features. As a result, the brightness values in the objects often cover a range that includes some of the background, and therefore some of the microbial cells will lack contrast in the digital image. Third, some bacteria, e.g., streptococci, have a natural tendency to aggregate by adhesive forces that are not adequately broken by repeated passage through the 25-gauge needle. More rigorous treatments, such as sonication for complete dispersion of cells, are not recommended because they may destroy the in situ cell morphology. Therefore, a wide range of techniques, including low-level and high-level image-processing, selection and extraction of morphological and nonmorphological measurement features, hierarchical classifier design, and human-machine interaction, are needed to implement an interactive, semi-automatic mode to obtain useful ecological information from these images of complex microbial communities.
Results and Discussion
Phase-Contrast Microscopy of Complex Microbial Communities
To acquire images for this project, phase-contrast microscopy was performed on a variety of growing microbial communities and various soil bacteria grown in pure culture. A total of 1,985 digital images were prepared, 1,937 of which were edited primary grayscale images and 48 were newly created, composite images. The training set for development of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier used 19 edited images derived from the primary grayscale images, three overlay images hand-traced from grayscale images, and nine composite images. All the remaining images were used to produce the testing set to evaluate the accuracy of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier and to illustrate some CMEIAS applications in microbial community analysis.
Selection of Major Bacterial Morphotypes
Microbiologists have described more than 40 shapes of bacteria that represent only a very small fraction of the microbial world [21] . Our initial task was to select the bacterial morphotypes for CMEIAS development, based on the criteria that they would be distinguishable by phase-contrast microscopy and represent a sufficient level of complexity to be useful in approximating the morphological diversity of most actively growing microbial communities. The set of morphotypes that fulfills these criteria and can be classified by the current version of CMEIAS includes cocci, spirals, curved rods, U-shaped rods, regular straight rods, unbranched filaments, ellipsoids, clubs, rods with extended prostheca, rudimentary branched rods, and branched filaments. Collectively, these morphotypes represent the shapes for 98.9% of the 528 genera of bacteria described in the 9th edition of Bergey's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology [21] . Figure 2 outlines a hierarchy of descriptive shape characteristics for these 11 morphotypes, plus their letter assignments for CMEIAS data reports and examples of each. An important quantitative shape characteristic developed for this classification scheme was the assignment of a 16:1 length/width (=0.0625 width/length) border to distinguish long rods from filaments. This shape border was based on image analysis of 80 examples of these two morphotypes grouped visually by an experienced microbiologist. Frequency distribution analyses indicated that this length/width ratio was the best discriminating border between these normally distributed overlapping populations, with 100% of the rods falling below it and 85% of the filaments falling above it (data not shown).
An earlier version of the shape classifier recognized 14 bacterial morphotypes, but this was reduced to the current set of 11 morphotypes to avoid overclassification of cocci and regular rods. Originally, the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier recognized ovoids, coccobacilli, and spheroid cocci as three distinct bacterial morphotypes. However, because siblings of some bacteria will exhibit each of these cell shapes (Fig. 3A) , the CMEIAS© Morphotype classifier was redesigned to consolidate them into the same morphotype class A. Also, regular rods were originally distinguished as two distinct morphotypes, based on whether they had rounded or tapered ends. However, because some rods have both pole shapes ( Fig. 3B ) and image documentation of this small morphological feature requires very high resolution, this distinction was dropped. All regular rods are now grouped into the same morphotype class E in the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier, regardless of their pole shapes.
Measurement Features
The original Object Analysis plug-in in Ver. 1.27 of UTH-SCSA ImageTool can compute 19 different attributes of an object in a digital image [47] . This extracts features of object Image Analysis of Bacterial Morphotypessize (area, perimeter, Feret diameter, major and minor axis lengths), shape (roundness, elongation, compactness), orientation (major and minor axis angle), grayscale density (gray centroid, integrated density, min/mean/median/mode/ max gray level densities and their standard deviation), and spatial position (centroid [x, y] coordinates). New measurement features of CMEIAS added to this Object Analysis plug-in include maximum curvature, length, width, width/ length, length/width, area/bounding box area, eight Fourier descriptors, and aspect ratio. The lmageTool/CMEIAS interface to activate these attributes is designed with simplicity in mind so that selection of the seven shape measurement features required to operate the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier is separated from other measurement features available (Fig. 4) .
The primary and derived measurement features that are important in the image analysis of bacterial morphotypes are briefly described as follows:
Area: Area of the object, measured as the number of pixels in the polygonal approximation of the cell. This measurement of size tends to slightly overestimate the object's true area because the borders of the pixels may extend beyond the true perimeter of the cell.
Perimeter: Length of the outside contour of the object represented as a polygon. 
Roundness:
Computed as (4 Area/Perimeter 2 ). This shape feature measures the degree of roundness of the object, with values lying between 0 and 1. The greater the value, the rounder the object. Major Axis Length: Length of the longest line that can be drawn through the object, corresponding to the vector CD in Figure 5a .
Minor Axis Length: The length of the longest line that can be drawn through the object perpendicular to the major axis. This size measurement is the vector EF in Figure 5a .
Elongation: The ratio of the length of the major axis to the length of the minor axis, i.e., CD/EF in Figure 5a . The result is a value Ն1. If the elongation is 1, the object is roughly circular or square. The ratio increases from 1 as the object becomes more elongated.
Feret Diameter: Diameter of a circle having the same area as the object. This size measurement is computed as ͑͌4Areaր͒.
Compactness: Computed as
͑͌4AreaրրMajor axis length͒. 
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This shape feature measures the object's circularity, representing the ratio of the Feret diameter to the object's major axis length, and ranges between 0 and 1. When compactness has a value of 1, the object is roughly circular.
Maximum Curvature: The curvature at a point on the boundary of an object is defined as the inverse of the angle at that point; hence, the maximum curvature has the minimum angle on the object boundary. The angle itself is defined as the angle between two equidistant strings (each set at a length of eight pixels) emanating from the point. In Figure 5a , the angle at point D is ∠GDH, where GD = HD. To compute the local angle, the polygonal representation of the boundary is resampled at a constant interval along the object boundary.
Length, Width, Width/Length Ratio, Length/Width Ratio: The length of the object should be theoretically computed along its principal skeleton, which is the locus of centers of maximal disks contained in the object. However, in terms of accuracy and computational cost, it is not easy to extract a useful skeleton since it is very sensitive to boundary noise. The closest approximation to cell length provided automatically by UTHSCSA ImageTool and various commercial image analysis systems is the major axis length (also commonly referred to as the "longest dimension"). Because this can significantly underestimate the length of curved cells ( Figure  5a ), we developed an alternative "adaptive" approach to automatically measure cell length in CMEIAS, by first classifying the objects according to their roundness value, and then applying the appropriate formulas that compute cell lengths and widths for each roundness class. In the first step, objects are automatically classified into one of two types: (i) elongated if Roundness Յ 0.8, and (ii) rounded if Roundness > 0.8. Referring to Figure 5b , a two-dimensional presentation of a straight rod with rounded ends can be represented by a rectangle attached to a half-circle at each of its two poles, and its length can be approximated as (a + b). On the other hand, we use the Major Axis Length feature to define the length of a more rounded object. The general CMEIAS formula for the object length is as follows:
if Roundness Յ0.8; otherwise, Major Axis Length.
The width of an object is defined as its average width along the skeleton and is approximately computed for these two types of objects as follows: The ratio between the object's area and the area of the smallest rectangular box containing the object. The four boundaries of the rectangle are parallel to the major axis and minor axis, respectively. This measurement of shape is approximately computed as (Area/ (Major Axis Length × Minor Axis Length)).
Fourier Descriptors: Fourier descriptors are measurement features derived from the object contour and can be used to represent open or closed curves at different spatial scales [38, 49] . In addition, shape features can be extracted from Fourier descriptors which are invariant to translation, scaling, and rotation. To compute the Fourier descriptors, the object boundary, represented as a polygon, is resampled by a sequence of equidistant points (x k ,y k ), k = 0, K, N − 1, where the distance between the neighboring points is a constant. Let z k = x k + jy k , k = 0, K, N − 1 be a sequence in the complex space. Then z k can be represented by its discrete Fourier transform coefficients
where
are the discrete Fourier transform coefficients and a 0 is the mean of z k , k = 0, . . . , N− 1. Let
be a distortion of z k , where S is the scaling coefficient, T the translation vector in the complex space, the rotation angle, and t the deviation of the starting point. The corresponding Fourier coefficients are:
If t is not an integer number, Eq. 1 is an approximate equality and the degree of approximation is dependent on the difference between t and its nearest integer number. It can be proved using the property of Eq. 1 that features f n = |a n |/|a 1 |, n = 2, K, N − 1 are invariant with respect to translation, scaling and rotation. Since low-order Fourier coefficients occupy most of the energy of the signal, we use
, and f N-4 as Fourier descriptor (FD) features in CMEIAS, which are represented as FD0-FD7 in the Object Analysis report window. Figure 6 depicts different reconstructions of the object boundary from a spiral-shaped bacterium using a subset of the Fourier coefficients. Figure 5a ) is computed as the average of the x and y coordinates of all the pixels belonging to the object.
Centroid (x, y): The center point ([x, y] intercept labeled O in
Aspect Ratio: This shape measurement is the ratio between the minimum and the maximum distance from the points on the object boundary to its centroid (OB/OA in Figure 5a ).
Object Analysis
Object analysis in ImageTool/CMEIAS first involves the spatial calibration of the image, followed by segmentation step(s) to reduce the image to objects of interest, and finally computation of the selected measurement features for each object. Cells in the grayscale image can be segmented directly by interactive thresholding immediately before analysis if they are separated against a smooth background that lacks extraneous objects whose brightness values fall within the range for the cells (Figure 7) . Each cell in the corresponding binarized image is displayed with a colored contour and an assigned number ordered from the bottom up, and the analysis results of selected measurement features for each numbered cell are tabulated in a results window that can be either saved as a text file or exported directly into compatible spreadsheet or statistical analysis programs (Figure 7) .
Few grayscale images of microbial communities can be satisfactorily segmented by direct interactive thresholding using simply their original brightness values. Therefore, most images require some form of editing before binarization. In ImageTool, much of the background noise can be excluded from object analysis by adjusting contrast and brightness, by setting a minimum object size (30 pixels recommended for accurate morphotype classification), and by interactively excluding invalid objects from the polygon drawn on the image to define the area of interest prior to thresholding. The background subtraction functions supported by ImageTool were not very useful for this study because the background agarose surface itself did not contribute identically to the brightness variation of every image, and therefore its automatic subtraction often deleted too much of the dynamic range in brightness of the objects of interest. Further pre-processing of the image is required to separate touching bacterial objects. A downloadable external plug-in module called SegmentTool is available from the Internet (http://www.saske.sk/∼tomori) to perform interactive freehand drawing, edge tracking, and region growing procedures to assist in segmenting (primarily biomedical) objects directly in ImageTool [45] . In this study, Adobe Photoshop® image processing software was used to edit the original grayscale images so that interactive thresholding in ImageTool was all that was necessary to fully segment the bacterial objects and represent their original size, shape, and contour in the binary image. An efficient sequence of image editing steps in Photoshop requiring ca. 6.5 min per community grayscale image for an experienced user consisted of the following: (1) adjust image levels; (2) pencil segment touching objects; (3) wand select and grow objects of low contrast; (4) paintbucket selected objects to black; (5) paintbucket most of background to white; (6) adjust threshold; (7) filter dust and scratches; and (8) separate retouching objects with the pencil tool at one pixel width.
Strategy for Object Classifiers
Phase-contrast microscopy reveals three characteristics of bacteria relevant to classification of their morphology: their Image Analysis of Bacterial Morphotypesshape, size, and gray density relative to the surrounding environment. Typically, one first classifies cells according to their shape, and then cells with the same shape are further classified by their size and gray density. This classification analysis ultimately yields two ecologically important sets of data, namely the richness in number and types of different operational morphological units (OMUs) present and the equitability of abundance among them. From these data one can compute various morphological indices useful in describing community structure, e.g., morphological diversity index, evenness, or community similarity.
Two types of object classifiers are currently operative in CMEIAS/ImageTool. One classifier operates with a single user-selected measurement feature (e.g., area) and is adequate for size classifications of all bacteria in the image, regardless of shape. This object classifier also suffices for shape classification of bacteria in certain growing communities having limited morphological diversity. The usefulness of this simple shape classifier is illustrated in Figure 8 . In this example, a binary image of an anaerobic bioreactor community containing cocci, regular rods, and unbranched filaments is shown, along with the interface to select the single shape measurement feature (width/length), the operatorassigned three bin widths for classification (0-0.0625 for filaments, >0.0625-0.5 for regular rods, and >0.5 for cocci), and the results window reporting the bin range value, the cell frequency count within each bin, and the mean and standard deviation of width/length values for the three populations of different-shaped cells within each bin.
Next, we developed the more comprehensive CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier which makes use of multiple measurement features in order to accurately discriminate the 11 major morphotypes of bacteria found in a wide variety of more complex, growing microbial communities. Because shape is a dimensionless characteristic, this shape classification requires measurement features that are invariant to size, location and rotation. Fifteen of the 36 measurement features computed by CMEIAS/ImageTool fit these criteria and were selected as candidate features for shape classification. These are labeled as F1-F15 in Table 1 . Two sets of images were collected for development of the classifier: a training set consisting of 1,230 binarized cells extracted from primary grayscale images and manual tracings, and a testing set consisting of 4,270 binarized cells from primary grayscale images and binary composite images.
The CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier is designed to operate as a hierarchical classifier, which is generally called a tree classifier in pattern recognition literature because it looks like an inverse-positioned tree. Based on the characteristics of the 11 morphotypes in the training set, we developed a tree classifier that utilizes both structural analysis and statistical classification. The design of the structural part of this classifier was done first by taking advantage of the fact that some of the shape categories have structural attributes that can be easily and reliably extracted and are sufficiently distinct for direct classification. Because these structural attributes are easy to compute and the rules are simple, the computational complexity of the classifier is reduced. These morphotypes are classified first by criteria using simple rules detailed below. Those object shapes that cannot be classified using structural information alone are sent to a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) statistical classifier [13] . A block diagram of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier is shown in Figure 9 , in which a light-frame box designates structural judgments and a bold-frame box designates use of a k-NN classifier. In designing this tree classifier, two of the morphotype catego- Fig. 8 . Object classification using a single measurement feature. Shown (clockwise) are a binary image of a simple community; the interface to select the single measurement feature for classification and to define its bin widths; and the classification results window reporting the range value of bins, object count per bin, and mean and standard deviation of the selected measurement feature for all cells within each bin. In this example, accurate morphotype classification of cocci, regular rods, and unbranched filaments is achieved using only the shape measurement feature of Width/Length Ratio (arrow) with threshold borders of bin width set at 0.0625 and 0.5. ries were split further into subcategories according to the pattern recognition techniques used. Category A (coccus) was split into three subcategories: A 1 (spherical), A 2 (ovoid), and A 3 (coccobacillus). Category I was split into two subcategories: I 1 (long prostheca) and I 2 (short prostheca). CMEIAS later relabels those objects in subcategories and then counts them together at the end of the classification.
Rule (r 1 ) for Category A 1 . Among all the shape categories, only subcategory A 1 is of spherical shape. Figure 10 depicts a two-dimensional plot of the Roundness (F2) and Compactness (F3) values for ca. 600 cells representing all the morphotype classes from the training set. These results clearly indicate that a linear decision boundary [13] can be drawn to separate all spherical cells comprising the A 1 subcategory morphotype (in the upper-right corner) from cells of all other morphotypes. This is also the reason why subcategory A 1 is separated from the other two cell shapes (ovoid and coccobacilli) of category A. An input test object x is then classified as follows:
where F 2 (x) and F 3 (x) are measurement features F2 and F3 for the input object x, respectively, A 1 denotes the A 1 subcategory, and ⍀ is the union of all the classes under consideration. We define ⍀ 1 = ⍀ − A 1 , i.e., ⍀ 1 is the union of all the classes except class A 1 .
Rule (r 2 ) for Elongated Morphotypes. After using Roundness (F2) and Compactness (F3) to identify class A 1 , we note that morphotypes B, F, and K have a distinct elongated characteristic that can be used to distinguish them from the other morphotypes. Our preliminary experiments demonstrated that the Length/Width Ratio (1/F6) is a very reliable index to separate the elongated cells from the other cell shapes. An Fig. 9 . Block diagram of the CMEIAS tree classifier used to classify 11 major morphotypes of bacteria from a variety of growing communities. Labels of morphotype classes A-K are defined in the hierarchy outline of Figure 2 . Other abbreviations: W/L, ratio of cell width to length; A/BBA, ratio of area of object to area of bounding box; F-numbers refer to candidate shape measurement features as defined in Table 1 . input test object x is classified into classes elongated and (⍀ 1 − elongated ) using the following rule:
where F 6 (x) is feature F6 of x, elongated denotes the set of the elongated morphotypes, and ⍀ 1 is the union of all the morphotypes except class A 1 . Note that some cells belonging to category I have such a long prostheca that they will be classified as elongated . That is why category I is split into subcategories I 1 (long prosthecate) and I 2 (short prosthecate). So, elongated includes four categories, i. e., B, F, I 1 and K. I 2 is classified by the k-NN classifier described later.
Rule (r 3 ) for Categories I 1 and K. In order to classify cells in the four categories of elongated , CMEIAS first counts their poles and branch points as illustrated in Figure 11 . These structural features of the cell are detected by the criteria of local minimal and maximal angles along the cell's contour.
The local angle at a contour point is similar to the angle used in computing the Maximum Curvature measurement feature, but differs in that it is computed with strings whose lengths are adaptive to the Width of the object (2 × Width). This leads to the following rule to classify an elongated object x:
if K͑x͒ = 0 and P͑x͒ = 2, x ∈ B or F ;
if K͑x͒ = 0 and P͑x͒ Ͻ 2, x ∈ I 1 , where P(x) and K(x) are the numbers of poles and branch points in the input object x.
Rule (r 4 ) for Spiral and Unbranched Filament Morphotypes.
The main characteristic that distinguishes these morphotypes is whether it has a repeated waveform. CMEIAS discriminates these morphotypes by analyzing the local angles along both sides of a cell's contour between its two poles. Figures 12a and 12b show the plots of the local angles along one side of the spiral and unbranched filamentous cell illustrated in Figure 11 , respectively. These plots show that the local angles along the side of the spiral cell fluctuate around 180°with considerably larger deviation than the local angles for the unbranched filamentous cell. Let A R ("average for ridge") denote the mean value for all local angles less than 180°and A v ("average for valley") denote the mean value for all local angles greater than 180°. CMEIAS locates points A and B by finding the first boundary point with a local angle Ն180°as it scans inward from the poles (Figure 12) . A R and A V are then computed in interval AB to exclude the small local angles near the poles. Based on the measured values of A R and A V from the training set, the following rule distinguishes morphotypes B and F:
otherwise, x ∈ F , where A R (x) and A v (x) are the values of A R and A V for the input object x, respectively. Figure 11 and (b) for the unbranched filament in Figure 11 .
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Use of the k-Nearest-Neighbor (k-NN) Classifier. Design of the next stage of the CMEIAS classifier (to discriminate morphotypes A 2 , A 3 , C, D, E, G, H, I 2 , J) was more challenging, because some microbiological characteristics typically used to distinguish them visually (see Figure 2 ) cannot be reliably and automatically extracted by a computer in most situations. For example, it is very difficult to measure the shape characteristic that distinguishes the ellipsoid and club shapes, which is the position of the largest width along the cell's longitudinal axis. We assumed that these characteristics are reflected by a combination of multiple shape measurement features listed in Table 1 , and therefore decided to use a k-NN classifier which performs classification in a highdimensional feature space (each dimension per measurement feature). A k-NN classifier makes the classification decision based on the k-nearest-neighbor rule, which classifies an object by assigning it the label most frequently represented among the k nearest samples in the training set. Because classes A 2 and A 3 are of different shapes (ovoid and coccobacilli, respectively), cells of these two classes form two distinct clusters in the feature space. By splitting them, the k-NN classifier will have a more accurate classification boundary for category A. Two decisions needed to be made in order to implement the k-NN classifier. One was the value of k and the other was identification of a specific subset of measurement features from the list in Table 1 . Since some of these measurement features are not statistically independent, a feature selection stage was implemented to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector, i.e., retain only those measurement features that are important in discriminating among the various bacterial morphotypes. For several reasons, it is important to retain only a small number of useful and highly discriminative features in designing a classifier. First is the phenomenon of the Curse of Dimensionality, which applies when the training set is relatively small, compared to the number of features. In this case, a classifier's performance improves initially to a peak and then deteriorates as additional measurement features are added. Hence the ratio of the size of the training set per morphotype class to the dimensionality of the feature vector should be kept large (∼10). This effect of dimensionality on the classification performance is due to the statistical interdependence of certain measurement features. Second is the Computational Cost. Use of unnecessary measurement features leads to redundant or irrelevant information to the classification task, resulting in unnecessary measurement cost and hence computing time. By performing a feature selection, we can identify the most effective measurement features in designing the classifier, thereby reducing the computational and measurement costs during its operation.
The Floating Search method [22] was used in conjunction with the k-NN classification to perform the feature selection on the set of 15 candidate measurement features. In this feature selection algorithm, correct classification rates are estimated using the leave-one-out approach wherein each sample is in-turn selected as the test object while all other objects form the training set. We use the Euclidean distance in computing nearest neighbors. To treat the features used in the k-NN classifier equally, they were normalized as
where x i is the ith feature and x i and s i are its estimated mean value and standard deviation, respectively, based on all the samples in the training set. Table 2 shows the results of this feature selection using three different values of k on 1,155 objects belonging to classes A 2 , A 3 , C, D, E, G, H, I 2 , J in the training set. The table shows the best subset of measurement features for each specified value of k in the k-NN decision rule and their corresponding classification accuracy. The maximum classification accuracy of 94.9% is obtained using only 12 of the 15 measurement features in the candidate feature set. As is normally the case, a further increase in the number of measurement features in the classifier lowered the classification accuracy (lowered to 93.3% using all 15 features). Thus, feature selection has desirably decreased the computation cost by eliminating three measurement features that actually diminish rather than improve the classification results. Therefore, the k-NN classifier in the CMEIAS classification tree uses a value of 3 for k and a subset of measurement features containing: elongation (F1), roundness (F2), compactness (F3), maximum curvature (F4), width/length ratio (F6), area/bounding box area ratio (F7), and six Fourier descriptors (F9, F10, F11, F12, F13 and F15) (also see Figure 4) . Table 3 summarizes the number of cells for each morphotype in the training set used in the design of the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier. Most of these cells are noise-free hand-traced samples, and others are binarized objects from primary digital micrographs. Because the rules for structural judgments are designed using training data, we expected that their classification accuracy would be very high. In fact, the classification rate for all objects representing morphotype classes A 1 , B, F, and I 1 (316 cells) was 100%. The remaining 1,155 cells representing the other morphotypes were classified with 94.9% accuracy using the k-NN classifier, resulting in an overall classification accuracy of 96.0% for the entire training set.
Classification Results on the Training Set
Classification Results on the Test Set
Evaluation of the overall accuracy of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier was based on a test set containing cells not seen by the classifier during the training phase. These cells were present in 115 binarized images, 96 of which were derived by direct interactive editing of all valid objects in digital grayscale community micrographs, and 19 were composite images created by consolidation of selected bacterial objects from 1,889 digital grayscale micrographs (examples illustrated in Figure 13 ). This large number of microbial community images was needed in order to test the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier with enough good examples of each rare morphotype.
The confusion matrix in Table 4 summarizes the test results of the CMEIAS© Morphotype Classifier on a ground truth (true labels) test set of 4,270 valid cells assigned by an experienced microbiologist. Shown in this matrix are rows corresponding to the true class labels, columns identifying the classifier-assigned labels, and numbers of correctly and incorrectly classified cells in each morphotype class. The values in bold type along the descending diagonal in Table 4 indicate the number of correctly classified cells for each class. Added to the right of this matrix are two other columns showing the total number of cells tested for each morphotype class and their individual, correct classification rates. The overall accuracy rate of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier on these test images was 97.0% without rejection. The performances on the training and test sets are comparable, indicating that the classifier has good generalization ability.
Sources of Error in Morphotype Classification
The most common error encountered in testing the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier was the misclassification of some cells whose dimensionality of morphological space overlaps the assigned border between closely related bacterial morphotypes. Figures 14a and 14b Image Analysis of Bacterial Morphotypescluding "smoothing" steps in image processing) before interactive thresholding can minimize most of these types of errors. The problem of compromised thresholding occurs when images of complex communities containing a wide range of cell sizes are acquired using objective lenses with high numerical aperture. In this case, some very thin cells (e.g., certain spirochetes and unbranched filaments) may lie outside the optimized plane of focus for larger cells within the community, resulting in their having lower contrast (i.e., a brightness range that includes some background). When the image is then thresholded to segment the majority of cells, the thin cells will become fragmented into multiple objects. Currently, the realistic solution to this type of oversegmentation problem is to regain higher contrast of the original cell object by interactive image editing.
Interactive Features of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier
To operate the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier, one first selects the proper set of seven shape measurement features (Figure 4 ), then performs an object analysis on a thresholded, segmented image ( Figure 7) , and finally performs an object classification on the same image ( Figure 15 ). Using a PC with 384 MB RAM and Pentium II processor operating at 300 MHz, the algorithms for object analysis and object classification presented their results for most of the community images used in CMEIAS development in an average of 2.0 s and 0.2 s per image, respectively, well below the approximate 10 s "limit of user irritation." Most of this time is actually used to produce the graphical display rather than computation per se. This classification procedure produces two result windows, one as a reconstructed "classification result image" in which the classified morphotype of each object is readily recognized by its assigned pseudocolor against a black background, and the other as a "classification data window" in which the number of objects for each morphotype in the image is reported using text with the same pseudocolor ( Figure 15 ). To make the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier more flexible and reduce the error of the final data output, a plug-in module was implemented to permit interactive editing of the classifier results ( Figure 15 ). This CMEIAS edit module accommodates three types of classification errors that occur during the semi-automatic morphological analysis of microbial communities by enabling the operator to easily inspect the assigned class label of each cell via visual recognition of its distinctive pseudocolor in the classification result image and reassign it to another morphotype if necessary. A significant effort was made in development of this CMEIAS edit plug-in module to select a sufficiently large set of pseudocolors that are easily distinguishable in the same image, so that visual assessment of the accuracy of the morphotype classification results becomes almost instantaneous with user experience. The most common error encountered in testing the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier (occurring at a frequency of ≡3%, n = 4,270) is that the object is better represented by one of the 10 other morphotypes already defined in the CMEIAS classifier (for reasons described above). A second, less frequent error is that the cell's shape does not match any of the 11 predefined morphotype classes in the CMEIAS Morphotype classifier. The third type of error (made infrequent by careful editing and thresholding of the image prior to analysis, and proper user-defined setting of the minimal pixel size of automatically selected objects) occurs when visual inspection of the original grayscale micrograph indicates that a counted object is actually inanimate debris, a lysed cell fragment (e.g., ghost cell), or an otherwise invalid object that should not be counted. Each of these classification errors is addressed by activating the edit feature, manually selecting the object of interest, and reassigning its appropriate morphotype category in the "Reassigned Category Label" window as illustrated in Figure 15 . Once done, this interactive editing results in an automatic update of the corresponding morphotype frequency in the classification data window. Accommodation of the second type error has the greatest impact in expanding the range of microbial communities that can be analyzed by CMEIAS. This was accomplished by adding five other user-defined categories of bacterial shape (listed as "Other-1" to "Other-5") in the editing interface, and assigning a unique, discernible pseudocolor to each of Fig. 15 . Interactive interface of the CMEIAS morphotype classifier. Shown (clockwise) are a portion of the analyzed binary composite image overlaid with the corresponding classification result images in which the classified morphotype of each cell is noted by its unique pseudocolor assignment (red coccus, orange spiral, purple curved rod, pink U-shaped rod, true blue regular rod, aqua blue unbranched filament, true green ellipsoid, olive green club, yellow prosthecate, light gray rudimentary branched rod, white branched filament, sky blue other-1, brown other-2, dark gray other-3, maroon other-4, and teal other-5); the results window of classification data for each morphotype using the corresponding pseudocolored text; and the interactive edit interface of 16 morphotype selections, an invalid object selection, and the wand cursor to reassign category labels of misclassified cell objects in the results image.
Image Analysis of Bacterial Morphotypesthem ( Figure 15) . We considered this level of flexibility to be sufficient to handle most all communities, since only rarely would a community have a morphological diversity represented by more than 16 different bacterial shapes at any one time.
To illustrate the second and third types of edit scenarios, we evaluated 17 other valid-but-rare bacterial shapes that are not uniquely specified in the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier (Figure 16 ). Accommodation of the first 16 bacterial shapes (labeled A-P) in community images only required the second editing scenario described above. CMEIAS misclassified them as follows: A as an ellipsoid; B and P as unbranched filaments; C as a prosthecate; D as a spiral; E and F as cocci; G as a curved rod; H as a regular rod; I-L as clubs; and M-O as branched filaments. The reasons for most of these classifications are fairly logical (see Figure 2) . The last valid bacterial shape is a special type of unbranched filament that tends to coil, forming enclosed loops on the twodimensional projected image (objects Q and R of Figure 16 ). This coiled unbranched filament was the only morphotype encountered in this evaluation that required both the second and third editing tasks to classify correctly. ImageTool regarded this morphotype as two objects, one represented by the outer contour of the cell (classified as a spiral) and the other by its inner contour (=outer contour of the closed loop, classified as a coccus). This classification error was corrected by first labeling the internal loop as an invalid object (very dark blue pseudocolor), next reassigning the cell object as "Other-1" (light blue pseudocolor), and finally renaming it as a coiled unbranched filament after exporting the classification data to a compatible spreadsheet program.
Application of the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier in Microbial Community Analysis
The appropriate number of cells requiring object analysis and shape classification to define the morphological characteristics of microbial communities will vary depending on the degree of their morphological diversity, and should ideally be optimized in studies of microbial community structure. Our experience indicates that a data set of 450-2,550 cells from ∼15 different images is sufficient for the CMEIAS Morphotype Classifier to measure the richness and equitability of abundance of differently shaped bacteria in a complex community sample from a range of anaerobic bioreactors. With these data one can use specialized ecological statistics software (e.g., EcoStat [46] ) to compute various indices that make statistically valid comparisons of the morphological diversity component of community structure (using OMUs instead of "species"). Samples varying significantly in object counts are normalized by a percent transformation for comparison to one another. This application is currently being used to augment other methods of community analysis (e.g., profiles of metabolic volatile fatty acids, phospholipid fatty acids, ARDRA, and 16S rDNA sequencing) to develop models that predict the persistence and functional stability of complex microbial communities following nutrient up-shift perturbations in glucose-fed anaerobic bioreactors [11, 15, 18, 19] . Figures 17a-d illustrate this application of CMEIAS in analysis of microbial community structure in two different steady-state bioreactors (labeled "high spiral" reactor HS-6 and "low spiral" reactor LS-4). In Figure 17a , a descending rank-order paret plot of the relative abundance of OMUs clearly indicates differences in the morphological diversity of these two complex microbial communities just prior to nutrient up-shift perturbation. This information reveals the shared dominance of regular rods and spirals in reactor HS-6 in contrast to the sole dominance of cocci in reactor LS-4 (reflected in their Simpson dominance values of 0.346 and 0.445, and J evenness values of 0.642 and 0.537, respectively). These results concur with differences in relative abundance of 16S rDNA phylogenetic probes hybridizing to corresponding whole community samples, indicating both Methanosaeta-like and Treponema-like ribotypes dominating in the high-spiral reactors and Streptococcus-like ribotypes dominating in the low-spiral reactors [15] . When provided with an appropriate sized community sample, CMEIAS can distinguish morphotype frequencies at a resolution of 0.1%. This feature offers a unique advantage in evaluation of bacterial morphotypes that occur at very low frequencies, as illustrated by its detection of prosthecate bacteria occurring at 0.1% frequency in reactor LS-4 but no detection of bacteria with this morphotype in reactor HS-6, and small but measurable differences in relative frequency of other rare bacterial morphotypes, e.g., unbranched filaments, U-shaped rods, ellipsoids, and clubs within these same communities.
Figures 17b-d illustrate applications of CMEIAS to obtain morphological diversity data that monitor the dynamic nature of community structure reflecting ecological succession in response to environmental perturbations. The codominant morphotypes of regular rods and spirals in bioreactor HS-6 respond to nutrient up-shift perturbations by rapid, transient, opposite shifts in relative frequencies (Figure 17b) , followed by a return to original frequencies suggesting an overall high level of resilience of the corresponding organisms within that community. Again, the ability of CMEIAS to classify morphotypes at high resolution permits a detailed, simultaneous assessment of the complex dynamic changes in abundance of rare bacterial morphotypes in the community during this same period, with the general trend of transient shifts in their relative frequencies immediately after the nutrient perturbation, followed by a gradual return in most cases to near their original frequency (Figure 17c ). Figure 17d illustrates the usefulness of CMEIAS in the higher-order ecological analysis of microbial community dynamics to assess the overall impact of environmental perturbations on whole community structure. In this case, CMEIAS-derived data of morphotype richness and distribution of abundance were used to compute a "morphotype diversity index" (i.e., a Shannon-Wiener-like diversity index of OMUs) and a pairwise analysis of community proportional similarity (relatedness in structure of a community sampled at time t x after the perturbation relative to the corresponding parent community sampled at t o ) to indicate the rapid community response to the up-shift nutrient shock, its duration and magnitude, and the degree to which the morphological diversity component of community structure rebounds to a level similar to that of the original community just prior to the nutrient perturbation. Such diversity indices are attractive because they reduce large amounts of data to single indicator numbers, but the drawback of this summarization of data is that information is lost. However, when supplemented with other characteristics of microbial communities (e.g., metabolic profiling, ribotype diversity), this CMEIAS-derived morphological information can become very useful in developing ecological models of community persistence, function, and stability [15, 19] .
